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Console Channel Strip

SSL Native collection
NIGEL JOPSON lends a critical ear to ‘Console Grade
processing for your DAW’

I

feel rather well qualified, and slightly smug,
as I review this. Not only am I an ‘industry
veteran’ engineer from the ’80s, who spent
more hours behind E and G series SSL
consoles than I’d like to remember, I also
previously owned an SSL Duende DSP FireWire
box, which was then upgraded to the Duende
Native v5 plug-ins. These were the progenitors
of SSL’s new nine-plug-in Native bundle.

Bus Compressor

The UI is a facsimile of the centre section
compressor from E and G series analogue
consoles, a tool which has been eulogised as
the ‘glue’ slap-it-on-the-stereo-bus quick fix
compressor. With the original Duende, SSL
were very careful to make clear their bus comp
was not ‘modelled’ on their E/G series — it was
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a digital port from the C200 broadcast
console. The current blurd merely states the
analogue was ‘an audio production legend’.
What this Native version can do well: ‘light glue’
— Fast (.1) Attack, Auto release, 2:1 ratio. A
gentle amount of tight dynamic control on a
group of instruments or voices, bringing up
subtleties which are a little lost in the mix and
gently taming peaks; the sort of thing where
musicians say “…no, leave that on!” What the
Native version cannot do: the raging, over-thetop amounts of slow attack (30ms)
compression which some of us (me included)
liked to pile on the 2-bus to mix into. The
‘crunchiness’ came because the compressor
circuitry directly controlled the VCAs (Voltage
Controlled Amps) — the gain elements — on
the E and G master faders. The E series dbx
202 VCA had a very particular distortion to it. If
you want to hear it in action, it’s all over my
stereo mix of Roger Waters The Wall (Live in
Berlin) 5.1 DVD. It’s a special mix I did for the
video, which made it onto the stereo track of
the much later surround releases, and
obviously was released on analogue VC
originally, so needing to be extra punchy. There
are much, much smarter ways of working in
DAWs today, and there are also far better
modelling plug-in emulations of this E/G series
crunchy sound than this bus comp.

The first thing I noticed was the black knob and
the ‘E’ button. The 4000 ‘black’ (after the bass
knob colour) EQs had so many capacitors in the
audio path it would make a purist swoon. But,
they always sounded better to me on vocals
than the original ‘brown knob’. Does this plug-in
really sound like the analogue mixers? Actually,
no, because you can turn the green knob at
2.5kHz without taking your head off! It was the
hardware knob to avoid because it was so
aggressive, but this plug-in is very usable in that
range, and illuminating the ‘E’ button engenders
some delightful smoothing-out of the sound.
There’s a definite drop in level, and maybe some
sort of compression going on, but the effect is
decidedly more analogue.
I never really liked the Duende channel
compressor, it sounded small and not at all ‘SSL.’
Was the SHARC DSP to blame? Who knows, but
the Native strip comp rocks, mainly due to a
well-chosen default attack time. The Fast attack
and Limit buttons are pretty good for making a
flacid bass guitar clicky and punchy. The HP and
LP filters (and/or EQ) can be inserted in the
sidechain input for the dynamic section; the only
thing about this EQ I found annoying is that
there is no Filter in/out button, which seems
strange considering there’s a S/C Listen feature.
You can get round this by load/saving settings
and using the A/B compare switch, but still… It is
a fantastic channel strip, with an edge to the EQ
which has a genuine analogue flavour, but with a
more flexible and malleable sound than the
original ‘80s hardware, and a much more
useable compressor than the Duende.

Drumstrip

This strip has a gate, transient shaper, high
frequency enhancer, low frequency enhancer,
and the SSL Listen Mic compressor (which used
to be available as a free download). The gate is
very flexible, with separate open and close
thresholds, a hold control, and a handy visual
level display: a green line indicates open
threshold and a an orange one close, making
adjustment easy. The transient shaper is
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occasionally useful (if a little ‘clicky’), and the
Invert button makes it possible to attenuate
transients (so bringing up ambience, depending
on the recording.) The Listen Mic comp sounds
a bit broken, the HF Enhancer is nothing to
write home about, but the LF Enhancer is gold
dust. So often, fake sub-generator plug-ins take
endless fiddling with… and then end up being
buttoned out because they sound distorted.
This Enhancer can be adjusted with a couple of
knob turns, and is capable of putting plenty of
Welly into the thinnest-sounding kick drums
and basses.

X-EQ

Vocalstrip

I know this EQ quite well from Duende. It was
originally coded by Algorithmix, who
developed the ‘Blue’ and ‘Red’ EQs once so
much admired by mastering engineers using
the Sequoia DAW. It has some unusual features
which make it quite suited to mastering. Each
EQ point has variable shapes which can be
individually set: classic symmetrical,
asymmetrical, constant Q versions of these,
constant q invert and constant Q ‘new’ (Q is
maintained independent of gain) and three
flavours of proportional. Shapes can be
adjusted individually for each of the six mid
bands, then there’s high and low shelving and
HPF, LPF. It’s an incredibly flexible, neutral
sounding EQ suited to endless refinement. My
favourite feature is the Parallel button on the
left side beneath Input Gain. This recreates a
passive LC parallel equalizer with all its
advantages (sound quality!) and disadvantages
(band interaction as found in graphic EQs); it
really changes the sound! If the frequency
bands you’ve been working on are well
separated, hitting the Parallel button seems to
unify the sound and add clarity. If you know
what you’re doing, this is a great EQ.

Well, this is an unusual one! I love plug-ins
focused on a particular job — and this is one of
those. You know those Acapella stems which
seem to be everywhere these days? Not
necessarily badly recorded, but badly mixed
down: full of sibilance, ‘plosives, a little dull and
not really responding well to a normal EQ
plug-in. This is for those. And it’s great. The
compander is a bit ‘either or’ but can make
radical changes quickly. Thank goodness for
the Soft Knee button, but the Drive switch is
well OTT unless you have a stem recorded at
-20dB. The De-Ess/De-Ploser sections are
quick and effective to adjust, although there are
more surgical De-Essers you might wish to
instantiate if it’s Rihanna’s vocal on the fader.
The EQ is the strangest thing: it is basically a
high-pass filter (grey knob), a high-Q notch
boost/cut (blue), and a crazy ‘tilt’ EQ (red),
which can be very effective when combined
with the notch filter. Like it!

If the two other compressors are too basic (Bus
Comp) or too fiddly to adjust (X-comp), then
this is Baby Bear’s porridge — just right. It’s a
snap to set up, basically like the Bus comp, but
with modern features – knee adjustments, a
dedicated wet/dry mix control enabling parallel
compression, plus Side Chain input high and
low pass filters. Then there’s the big Valve In
button; a lot of us are going to be leaving this
pressed all the time. In fact, there’s good odds
some people are going to leave the compressor
at unity gain and just press this button. It’s one
of those.

X-Phase

X-Comp
Is a utility all-pass filter enabling the application
of a phase offset at a specified frequency within
a signal. Unlike other filter types where the gain
of selected frequencies is altered, the gain
remains unchanged. This may be useful for
fixing phase problems with multi-mic
recordings.

X-Saturator

Do we need another one of these? It introduces
either 2nd order valve-style or 3rd order
transistor-style distortion or a blend of the two.
I found it worked best on instruments which
were “too clean” to start with. It’s a cruncher,
rather than a warmer. Nicer on clean Strat than
roaring Gold Top. I found it a good alternative
to compression on some rather cleanly
recorded Tablas.

X-Valve Comp

If X-EQ is a fine mastering EQ, this is it’s
equivalent in dynamics. There’s a graphic knee
control with 0-40dB range and a proportional
response characteristic, with a dual symmetrical
knee design which allows very detailed shaping
of the compression characteristic. The side
chain uses 1st order filters and frequency
dependant parallel compression is easy to set
up. If you know what you’re doing, you can
tweak this baby like a hot rod. My only caveat is
that you should save presets frequently when
mastering a track, as changing the knee shape
— even just a little — can dramatically alter the
sound! This is a much better compressor than
the bus comp.

VERDICT
PROS

The channel strip is great, and the
X-Comp and X-EQ are mastering
sleepers. The monthly $14.99
subscription (via Gobbler) for this bundle
is a nice deal if you want the ‘SSL sound’.

CONS

Where’s the X-Verb? The Duende used
to have quite a decent and easy-to-adjust
reverb! To purchase outright (iLok)
from the SSL Web Store, the £849 price
for this bundle seems a bit steep, unless
SSL are planning some Waves-style
discount options.
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